Discover Rum’s Birds
Feel free to wander freely on Rum while bird watching – there are no access restrictions. There are several trails around Kinloch village, and for the more adventurous longer walks to Harris or Kilmory. If venturing out into the hills please be aware that the terrain is rugged and remote and stout footwear and sensible clothing should be worn. Please be aware that many of Rum’s birds are sensitive to disturbance during the breeding season April–July inclusive.

Isle of Rum Community Trust
The Isle of Rum Community Trust was set up to foster community development on the Isle of Rum. Our priorities include providing secure affordable housing, building a solid economic base for the local community, providing essential facilities and to work in harmony with our natural heritage.

For more information:
www.isleofrum.com
www.snh.org.uk
email info@isleofrum.com
Tel: 01687 462026

The Isle of Rum Community Trust gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the following bodies in producing this leaflet.
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Golden eagle
A few pairs of this majestic bird of prey are present on Rum. They are normally shy of people and are usually spotted soaring high over the island’s mountains and ridges, often being mobbed by hooded crows and ravens.

Common sandpiper
This small wader is a summer visitor and breeds close to water such as rivers and lochs. It has a distinctive ‘tee wee wee’ call and often stands on a prominent perch bobbing away.

Stonechat
A small but colourful bird the stonechat is a common breeder on the moorlands of Rum. The call is similar to two pebbles being knocked together hence the name. It’s close relative the whinchat is much rarer on the island.

Meadow pipit
This small brown streaked bird is present all over the island in summer and is the main host of the cuckoo. The very similar rock pipit is common around the coast usually seen close to the rocky shore.

Willow warbler
This small summer migrant is very common in the woodland and scrub of Rum. It is best identified by its distinctive song which fills the air on a spring morning walk. Amazingly this tiny bird migrates to Africa for the winter.

Hooded crow
A common breeder throughout the island, an angry raucous ‘hoodie’ is often the first sign that an eagle is close by. Large flocks are present in winter scavenging on food put out for cattle and horses.
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Raven
This is the largest of the crow family and about nine pairs nest on the island. They are the acrobats of the skies and often turn completely upside down when flying. Eggs are laid early in March and young are on the wing by May.